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ABSTRACT
In order to faciliating the handwriting input of Chinese characters for non-Chinese
speakers, this paper, based on profound information of cursive characters, deciphered the
genetic code of ancient cursive symbols and made clear the rules for characters changing
into its cursive style. It is directed toward to the development of the handwriting rules and
vocabulary for Latin-style anti-cursive characters and the ways of their selection and
classification, which aims to build a pratical platform for a simple Latin-style online
handwritng imput and processing, with customary handwriting habits of non-Chinese
speakers. As a result, it breaks the bottleneck which enables non-Chinese speakers to
easily input information through handwriting Chinese characters.
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INTRODUCTION
With the development of the times, communications and exchanges between Chinese and overseas people become
more active, which results in increasing needs and opportunities for non-Chinese speakers to process Chinese text information or
communicate by using characters. Over the recent years, with the popularity of portable personal digital assistants with small
keyboard such as palm computers and smart phones, various text input technologies came out and had been applied to text
information exchanges and communications. Although a large number of scholars and researchers have made arduous efforts in
the handwriting text recognition field (For example, a functional product, Hanwang, has been widely publicized and applied)[110]
, there exists such a premise for using Chinese text input that users have to acquire the ability of recognizing and writing
Chinese characters, which is an insurmountable barrier as Chinese characters, a strange, alien, complex and difficult one with
complicated structures and strokes seems an incomprehensible text for non-Chinese speakers. Even if they learn to write, they
have nothing to do but mimic characters on regular scripts with a limited speed. In the wake of this condition, it is quite difficult
for potential consumers to input Chinese texts through handwriting with the use of commercially available products, which can’t
satisfy their need of handy handwriting characters on their personal computers and smart phones. They usually shrink as the
sight of Chinese text input system, let alone learning to handwrite those picturesque characters, the cursive-style, which is totally
opposite to their Latin-style writing habit. Therefore, it sounds rather contrived to help non-Chinese speakers to rapidly input
Chinese text through handwriting Chinese characters on their handwriting terminals. The investigation has revealed that so far,
no breakthroughs have been made in rapid input, processing and communication, based on handwriting terminals, of Chinese
text for non-Chinese speakers. A simple handwriting input and intelligent recognition system in line with the handwriting habit
for non-Chinese speakers have not come out yet[11-15]. Thus, in order to genuinely enable them to fast input characters through
handwriting, it is essential to develop a simple Chinese text input and intelligent recognition system mimicking the way of Latin
handwriting, thus removing the barriers of inputting Chinese characters for the non- Chinese people and finally providing a more
natural, humane online handwriting input system conducted by human and computer interactively.
On the other hand, we also know that the major goal of pattern recognition research is to create human perception
capabilities in artificial systems. The task of automatically reading handwriting with close to human performance is still an
open problem and the central issue of an active field of research[16]. This may be due to the large degree of variability of
human writing. Handwritten character recognition (HCR) systems have to address issues such as infinite variety of character
shapes, similarity between characters, and distorted and broken characters[17]. After painstaking researches, the genetic code
of ancient cursive symbols have been deciphered, profound information of cursive characters has been acquires and the law
of Chinese characters changing into its cursive style has been clarified. Finally, a simple Latin-style and anti-cursive
handwriting input and a practical platform for Chinese text processing have been developed, which breaks the bottleneck of
impossibility for non-Chinese people to fast and simply input characters through handwriting. As a result, non-Chinese
speakers, familiar with Latin language and characters, can quickly and conveniently input Chinese characters, thus factually
removing the "stumbling block" for them to input Chinese characters.
THE OVERALL RESEARCH ROADMAP
With a method integrating literature review, intensivism, comparative analysis, data mining, computer simulation
and experimental methods and the highly representative methods, the feature extraction and the classification, this research is
carried out profoundly. The road map of specific technology is shown in Figure(1).

Figure 1 : The roadmap of specific technology
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RESULT AND DISSCUSS
in-depth exploration and development of cursive chinese characters information
Guided by the core theory, Sinogram-based theory, with the help of precious literature, including References[18-21],
this research, based on exploration technology, studies the cultural codes of Chinese Cursive Script and seriously digs out
profound information of cursive Chinese characters, finally deciphering the genetic codes and clearing the connective
relationship between strokes, thus finding the rules for Chinese characters to turn into the cursive style. With the new point of
view, ideas and methods, this research develops an innovative Latin-style anti-cursive handwriting rules and plans, based on
ontology linguistics with Chinese character characteristics, which are applied to both Chinese-speaking and non-Chinese
speaking peoples, and finally builds a Latin-style anti-cursive character collection for curve characters.
The reason of adoption of anti-cursive curve characters is that, after contrast and comparison of anti-cursive, cursive
and regular scripts in Figure(2), the writing laws of anti-cursive Chinese symbols is identical to the Latin ones, which is in
accordance with the writing habit of non-Chinese people. Both cursive and anti-cursive scripts maintain three Chinese
elements, namely pronunciation, shape and meaning, which is an excellent example of a combination of Chinese and western
elements. It makes the past serve the present and the Chinese serve the Foreign.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2 : Contracts of Parts of Anti-Cursive, Cursive and Regular Scripts：(a)Anti-cursive Script;(b)Cursive
script;(c)Regular script
During the research process, it focuses on the simplified handwritten characters combining various calligraphies
including Zhang and Jin cursive scripts, running and regular scripts, which forms a symmetrical seal-cutting mode where
various scripts are contrasted, correspondent and complementary respectively, taking the character Shi as an example, seen in
Figure (3).

Figure 3 : A symmetrical seal-cutting mode of the character “事”
As Chinese characters have two different styles, namely, single and compound characters. It is relatively simple and
easy to formulate the Latin-style anti-cursive handwriting rules for single characters, which can directly mimic standard
cursive calligraphy, while in order to conform to the Latin-style writing habits of non-Chinese speakers after finishing anticursive process, compound ones, divided into up-down and left-right structures, have to be processed with structural
transformation technology, in addition to exploring relative information of their standard cursive scripts.
THE ALGORITHM FOR PROCESSING ONLINE LATIN STYLE ANTI-CURSIVE HANDWRITING
CHARACTERS
By referring to successful intelligent recognition technologies for handwritten Chinese characters and intelligent
recognition technologies and algorithms for handwritten Latin characters, based on wavelet neural network where researches
on profound feature extractions and the design of classifiers have been carried out[11][12][14], with the subject of anti-cursive
handwritten curve characters, a simple input and intelligent recognition algorithm has been developed.
Wavelet neural network (WNN) is a network that is based on wavelet theory in which a discrete wavelet function is
used as the node activation function. From an image application point of view, the proposed method, wavelet networks, is
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divided into a series of stages for further concerning, each of which is described in the follows. The WNN has a three-layer
structure with nin nodes in the input layer, nh nodes in the hidden layer, and nout nodes in the output layer, described as in
Figure(4)[22].
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Figure 4 : WNN structure
It is choosing the mother wavelet. The Mexican hat wavelet[11] is selected as the basis in this study. It is defined by:

ψ ( x) = (1 − x )e
2

x2
− 2

(1)

The input to the kth neutron is
nin

s k = ∑ W j ,k × x j
j =1

(2)

Where the xj’s, j=1,2, …,nin, are the input variables, and Wj,k denotes the weight of the link between the ith input and
the kth hidden nodes. In order to control the magnitude and the position of the wavelet, the multiscaled wavelet function is
used as the hidden node transfer function. The dilation parameter a of the first hidden node (j = 1) is set as 1, i.e., ψ1,b1 (x) =
ψ(x − b1). For the second hidden node (j = 2), the dilation parameter a is set as 2, i.e., ψ2,b2 (x) = (1/ 2 )ψ((x − b2)/2), where
the output of the wavelet is scaled down by 1/ 2 . Similarly, for the jth hidden node, the dilation parameter a is set as j.
Hence, the output of the hidden layer of the WNN is given by
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The output of the WNN is defined as:
nh

nh

n in

k =1

k =1

j= 1

O l = ∑ ψ k ,bk ( s( k ))ω lk = ∑ ψ k ,bk ( ∑ Wj,k × x j ) ω l ,k

(5)
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ω l , k ,k=1,2,, nh and l=1,2, …,nout, denotes the weight of the link between the kth hidden and lth output nodes.

The weights, translating and scaling parameters are adjusted to minimize the error function during the training stage:
E=

2
1 I K
∑ ∑ (D i k − O ik )
2 i =1 k

(6)

Where i=1,…,I is the number of training patterns, k=1,…,K is the number of the objective, Dik and Oik represent the
desired output value of Nodeik and the actual net output value respectively.
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ON-LINE LATIN STYLE ANTI-CURSIVE HANDWRITING INPUT PLATFORM
Members of the project group developed an algorithm and provide a platform for conveniently inputting, processing
and communicating information with Chinese characters, which is consistent with the Latin-style handwriting habit for nonChinese speakers. With the help of this platform, the characters which they input according to the Latin-style anti-curve
online handwriting method can be intelligently recognized as Chinese characters in a rather short time. In addition, this
platform is equipped with assistant contrast of Pinyin and English. The platform interface and its practical operating system
can be seen in Figure(5).
The practical operating results of On-line Latin Style Anti-cursive Handwriting Input Platform of Chinese characters
‘美’ and ‘天’ are shown in Figure(6) a-b.

Figure 5 : Practical operating result of on-line latin style anti-cursive handwriting input platform of Chinese
characters for non-Chinese speakers
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Figure 6 : Practical operating result of on-line latin style anti-cursive handwriting input platform of Chinese
Characters ‘美’and ‘天’
Based on data mining to discover cultural genes of cursive Chinese characters, information and laws of cursive
Chinese characters are sorted out in this paper. The project team invents laws and programs of Latin handwriting that encodes
cursive handwritten Chinese characters, as well as a font of that Latin handwriting. Meanwhile, it develops Latin style
handwritten cursive characters feature seculation algorithms research and classifiers research so as to implement their on-line
portable input and intelligent recognition for non-native speakers of Chinese, and exploits intelligent recognition of Latin
style handwriting for cursive Chinese characters.
In order to go through the bottle neck in handy inputting,dealing with and communicating Chinese characters
information for non-native speakers of Chinese,the project team carries out the above studies independently and creates a
practical platform for inputting and dealing with Chinese cursive characters by on-line Latin style handwriting that complies
with habits of non-Chinese speakers. In this way, non-Chinese speakers can input Chinese characters simply in the way of
inputting Latin alphabets.
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